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With but a few exceptions, the Ramsey number r(G, T) is determined
graphs G with at most five vertices and all trees T.

for all connected

1. Introduction
For graphs G and H define the Ramsey number r(G, H) as the least number N
such that in each two-coloring (R, B) = (red, blue) of the edges of KN there is a
red copy of G or a blue copy of H. Sometimes we start with a graph L on N
vertices and refer to L as the red graph and to its complement L as the blue
graph.
We investigate r(G, H) when G is any connected graph with at most five
vertices and H is an arbitrary tree. All but a few of the numbers are obtained. In
the process of the investigation close attention is given to the graphical
parameters of G and H which affect the Ramsey number.
Similar Ramsey numbers have been considered in papers [l-4,7-9],
when G is
a fixed graph and H is a large sparse graph (one with many vertices and few
edges). Of course a large order tree is one such sparse graph. Complications arise
in finding this Ramsey number when H is of arbitrary order or has large maximal
degree, even when H is a tree and G is of small order.
To avoid lengthy case analysis type arguments most of the Ramsey numbers
discussed are given without proof. Instead emphasis is given to the general
strategy of the proofs and how the results relate to known Ramsey numbers.

2. Terminology, notation, and related results
For the most part the terminology and notation used conforms with the usual
and accepted. Specialized terminology is summarized in what follows.
For a graph G, p(G) denotes the number of vertices of G and s(G) (called the
chromatic surplu.~) is the minimum number of vertices in a color class under all
x(G) - vertex colorings of G. If H is a subgraph of G, then G - H denotes the
* Research supported by NSF under grant DMS-8603717
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graph obtained by deleting the edges of H. For disjoint graphs G and H, the join
G + H is the graph obtained by adding the missing edges between vertices of G
and vertices of H. The symbol tG denotes r disjoint copies of the graph G.
In order to conveniently describe trees which contain large stars as subgraphs
we develop a special notation. Let F be a forest with each tree in the forest
rooted, say with roots vl, u2, . . . , II,, and K(1, s,) a star with vertices
uo, Ul, . . . , u, and u. the center of the star. If s 3 r, a new tree is found by
identifying ui and ‘ui for 1 s i s r. This tree is denoted by T,(F) where n is the
total number of vertices in the tree. In the forest F unmarked stars (paths) are
assumed rooted at their centers while ones marked with an asterisk are rooted at
a vertex of degree one. For example, for the forests 4 = K(1, 2) U Pt and
Fz = (W, 3))* u K T,o(F,) and T’,(F,) are shown in Fig. 1. Throughout the
paper the symbol T, is used exclusively to denote an arbitrary tree on IZvertices.
Let G and H be graphs with H connected such that p(H) 3 s(G). Then
r(G, H) 2 (X(G) - I)(p(H) - I) + s(G) m view of the example in which the red
graph is the complete multipartite graph with x(G) - 1 parts of size p(H) - 1 and
one of size s(G) - 1. If r(G, H) = (x(G) - l)(p(H) - 1) + s(G) then H is said to
be G-good. One of the earliest results in generalized Ramsey theory was that of
Chvatal [6], in which he stated that r(K,, ZJ = (m - l)(n - 1) + 1 for all
m, n 2 1, i.e. all trees are &-good.
Thus for graphs of this paper, G of small
order and H an arbitrary tree, the chromatic number of G and the order of H are
parameters which affect r(G, H).
It is known that
(1) a connected sparse graph H of sufficiently large order and appropriate
maximal degree is G-good for G a fixed graph [7],

Fig. 1.
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(2) a tree T, is K(1, 1, ml, m2, . . . , m&good

for ml, m2, . . . , mk fixed and n
large [3], and
(3) for large n the star K(l, n) is neither K(1, m,, m2, . . . , mk)-good for
mk>m&l>‘O
* 3 ml 3 2 (each mi fixed), nor K(2, 2) good [4,9].
In fact it is shown in [9] that r(K(2, 2), K(1, n)) > it + ]nt - 6nt] for n large, and
that r(K(2, 2), T,) = max(4, II + 1, r(K(2, 2) K(1, A(T,))} for all n. We shall see
that the only troublesome small graphs G-those
where r(G, T,) is not always
determined-are
those which contain K(2, 2) as an induced subgraph.
We record (for later reference) in Theorem A two goodness results. Clearly
both are generalizations of Chvatal’s theorem.
Theorem
then

(2) If

A. (1) If 1, m 2 1, n~2

ma6,

na3

and f>(m-l)-

and T,#K,,,_,(n~4),

l)(n - 1) + 1 for all t, 0 s t c [(m - 2)/2].

](m-l)/(n-l)](n-1),

then r(K,,,-tK2,

T,)=(m-t-

[ll]

We wish to see which other graphical parameters of G and T, affect r(G, T,).
First let t1 and tz be positive integers and set L = t,KpCGj--l U t2KpCCj_2. Choose tl
and t, such that T, is not a subgraph of L and such that p(L) is maximal. Setting
t(G, T,) =p(L) it is clear that r(G, Tn) z t(G, T,) + 1.
As innocent as this bound appears it frequently is the value of r(G, T,). We
cite two such cases which are recorded formally in Theorem B below. To do this
we need additional notation. Let cu(G) denote the independence number of G.
For the tree T,, let a’( T,) = min{ o(F) 1F is the forest obtained by deleting from
T, a vertex and its neighbors}. Thus a’(T,)
is a measure of how small the
independence number of a non-neighborhood
of a vertex of the tree T, can be.
One can for example show that if 2a’ + 3 < k, then n + k - 2 - &(T,) - 6 =
t(Pk, T,) + 1 where 6 = 0 if k - 1 divides n + k - 3 - n’(T,) and 6 = 1 otherwise.
In fact a graph L which works in this case can be obtained as follows: let
n + k - 3 - LY’(T,) - 6 = a(k - 1) + 6 where 0 < 6 <k - 1 and set tr(Pk, T,) =
a - k + 2 + 6 and t2(Pkj T,) = k - 1 - 6. It can be checked that the resulting L
satisfies the requisite condition, (see [l]).
Theorem B.
n(1 + l/Slk’)

(I) Let H be a connected graph with n vertices and no more than
edges. Then for k > 2 and n b 352k12

r(Pk, H) = max{n + Lik] - 1, n + k - 2 - CC(H) - &}
where 6 = 0 if k - 1 divides n - k (2) Let k be an integer ~2,
max{n, n + k - 1 - cJ(T,) - S} s
where S = 0 if n - k - 2 - cu’(m) is

3 - (u’(H) and 6 = 1 otherwise. [l]
and n Z=2(3k - 2)(2k - 3)(k - 2) + 1. Then
r(K(1, k), T,) s max{n, n + k - 1 - cx’(T,,)}
divisible by k and 6 = 1 otherwise. [8]
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The remaining relevant graphical parameter of G and T,(p(G) ~5) which
affects the value r(G, m) is the maximal degree A of both G and T,. It is well
known (see [5]) that r(K(1, s,), K(1, sZ)) = s1 + s2 - E (si, sJ, where
E(S1, s2) =

1
0

when both s1 and s2 are even
otherwise.

One expects r(G, T,) = r(A(G), A(T,)) for certain special graphs G and special
trees T,.
Having explored the important grapical parameters affecting the Ramsey
number we are prepared to define the functionf which (we shall see) does for the
most part satisfy r(G, T,) =f(G, T,) when G is of small order. Let G and H be
graphs, H connected, and define

f(G f0 = max{(xW - WPW) - 1)
+ s(G), t(G, H) + 1, A(G) + A(H) - dA(G), A(H)))
From the above discussion it is clear that f(G, T,) is a lower bound for r(G, T,)
and that there are pairs of graphs where each of the values maximized in f
dominants the remaining ones.

3. Main results
With the important groundwork covered we are in the position to state the
results. Before doing so a comment or two should be made about the value of
t(G, H). For arbitrary graphs this value is difficult, if not impossible, to compute.
In the case where it is needed in the theorems below such is not the case. Surely
when x(G) 23 and H is a tree T,, except possibly for n = 1 or 2, f(G, T,) >
t(G, T,) + 1. Thus the reader will only need to be concerned with t(G, T,) when
G is bipartite. More importantly it can be shown that in all cases considered in
Theorem 1 (below) t(G, T,) only affects the value of f(G, T,) when A(T,) 2
n - 5. Using this makes f(G, T,) easy to calculate.
Theorem 1. Let G be a connected graph with at most five vertices and let T, be a
tree on n vertices, n 2 9. Then with but a few exceptions (those listed in (i)-(iv)
below) we have r(G, T) =f(G, T,).
(i) r(KS - 2Kz, K(1, n - 1)) = 2n + 1 when n is even.
(ii) r(KS - P4, K(1, n - 1)) = 2n when n is even
(iii) r(K(2, 2), T,) = r(K(2, 3) - e, T,) = max{n + 1, r(K(2, 2), A(T,))}
(iv) There exists a constant c such that n + 1 c r(K(2, 3), T,) 6 max{n + c,
r(K(2, 3), AK))).
The lack of exactness in items (iii) and (iv) of the theorem stems primarily from
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not knowing r(G, K(l, n)) exactly when G is bipartite. It is known
rr + ]nf - 6n&] < r(K(2, 2) K(l, n)) 6 rr + [rz) + 1 for IZlarge [7,9].

that

If T, is a tree with n c 8 and G a connected graph with p(G) c 5, then
r(G, T,) = max{f (G, T,), f CT,,G)), except for the pairs (G, T,) given in Tables 1

Theorem

2.

and 2.

Since there are thirty-one connected graphs with at most five vertices and
forty-eight trees with at most eight vertices the number of exceptions given in the
tables is small. We will not prove Theorem 2 here, since the argument is tedious
and lengthy. Also only part of the proof of Theorem 1 will be given for the same
reason.
Partial Proof of Theorem

1. We only concern

ourselves with the proof when
x(G) 2 3. The reason is twofold. First the proof for those cases when G is a tree
and n is small has many special subcases and is similar in nature to the proof of
Theorem B. Thus little is gained by presenting this part of the proof. The only
remaining possibility is when X(G) = 2 and K(2, 2) is a subgraph of G. The proof
of (iii) and (iv) is essentially in [9], so neither is repeated here.
Therefore assume x(G) > 2 so that f(G, T,) = (x(G) - 1) (n - 1) + 1. When
G = Kg, &, or K5 - e the value of r(G, T,) is given in Theorem A(1). Also
clearly r(&, T,) 6 r(K5 - P3, T,), r(K5 - K(1, 3), T,) c r(K, - e, T,,) and by
Theorem A(1) r(K4, T,) = r(K, - e, T,) = 3n - 2, n 2 3. Thus the theorem holds
when x(G) 2 4.
The only remaining possibility, when x(G) = 3, is handled as follows. First
r(K3, T,) = r(K4 - e, T,) by Theorem A(1) and r(K, - e, T,) 2 r(K3 + e, T,) 2
r(Kj, T,). Each remaining 3-chromatic graph G is a subgraph of one of K5 - 2K,,
K5 - P4, and K5 - K3. But r(G, T,) 2 2n - 1 for each such G and we show in the

Table 1.
K(2,2)

I

KU, 5)

8

K(L 6)

8

I

K,-f’,

K,-2K,

8

9

12

13

16

17

9
8

2))
11

7)

G(K(L

KS-K,

8

T,WG)

K(L

K(2, 3) - e

6

K(1, 3)

T,ML

KU, 4)

3))

11
9
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Table 2.

K(2,3)
KU, 3)

7

WG)

7

KU, 4)

8

W’S)

8

GWJ

8

T,W(l> 2))

8

KU, 5)

10

r,W

10

KU, 6)

11

WY)

10

T&J

10

GWJ

11

K(l, 7)

13

T,(Wl> 3)*)

10

T,W(lr

2))

10

GW,

3))

10

lemma given below (for n 2 6) that F(K~ - 2K2, r,) = r(K, - P4, T,) = r(K5 K3, T,) = 2n - 1 when T, # K(l, II - 1) for II even. Thus upon proof of the
lemma the 3-chromatic case is proved except when T, = K(l, IZ- 1) with 0 even.
It is easy to check for x(G) = 3 and II even that r(G, K(1, n - 1)) = 2n - 1 unless
G = K5 - P4 or K5 - 2K2 and these are considered in the lemma.
Lemma.

For n 3 6 each of the following
(i) r(K5 - K3, T,) = 2n - 1.

(ii) r(K5 - 2K,, T,) =

2n + 1

hold.

when T, = K(l, n - l), n even

2n - 1 otherwise.
(iii) r(K5 - P4, K(1, n - 1)) = 2n for n even.
Proof (i) Surely r(K,
or blue. We suppose
no blue T, and show
First let T, = K(1,

- KS, T,) 3 2n - 1 so let each edge of K2n--1 be colored red
there is such a coloring where there is no red K5 - K3 and
this leads to a contradiction.
n - 1). Since the two colored K2n_-1 contains no blue
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K(l, IZ- l), each vertex has red degree at least n. But r(K3, T,) = 2n - 1 so that
the red graph contains a K3 whose vertices we label or, u2, v3. If for i fj, vi and
I+ have two common red adjacencies off the red triangle, then the red graph
contains a K5 - KS. Since this cannot happen, there are at least 3 + (n - 2) +
(n - 3) + (n - 4) = 3n - 6 vertices in Kzn-*. Hence n G 5, a contradiction.
Next assume T, # K(l, IZ- 1). Since Theorem 1 is assumed true when
X(G) = 2, r(K(L 3)T,) G n + 1. Thus if the red graph in the two colored K2n_l
has a vertex of degree II + 1, its neighborhood contains a red K(l, 3) implying the
existence of a red K5 - K3. Hence each vertex of the K2n-1 has blue degree at
least n - 2, and since T, # K(l, n - l), the blue graph either contains a T, or a
K,_,. Since the former is impossible, the existence of a blue K,_, and no blue T,
implies the red graph contains a K(n - 1, n). This forces either a red K5 - K3 or a
blue T,, a final contradiction.
the case when T, = K(l, II - 1) with IZ even. To see
n - 1)) > 2n let L (the red graph) be the graph formed by
placing a perfect matching in each part of a complete bipartite graph K(n, n).
Clearly this graph contains no K, - 2K, and the blue graph L contains no
K(l, n - 1). Thus color each edge of K,,.,
red or blue and suppose the coloring
is such that there is no red K5 - 2K2 and no blue K(1, n - 1). We consider two
possibilities, the first of which is that the red graph contains a K4. Let S denote
the set of those vertices of Kznfl not part of the red K4. No red K5 - 2K2 implies
each vertex of S is adjacent in red to at most two vertices of the K,. Thus the
total number of blue edges incident to the four vertices of the K4 is at least
(ii) We first consider

r(K5 - 2Kz,

K(l,

2(2n - 3) implying that
n - 1, a contradiction.
Since by Theorem A
red K4 - K2 and as just
where the red K4 - Kz
not part of the red
contradiction completes

one of these four vertices must have blue degree at least
r(K4 - K2, T,) = 2n - 1, the two colored K2n+1 contains a

argued no red K4. But by repeating the above argument
replaces the red K4, and S is the set of vertices of Kzn+,
K, - KZ, we again obtain a blue K(l, n - 1). This
this part of the roof.

Next consider the remaining possibility, when T, is a tree that is not a star with
an odd number of edges. We then show r(K5 - 2K2, T,) = 2n - 1 for n 2 3. Since
2n - 1 is clearly a lower bound, we need only show r(K, - ZK,, T,) c 2n - 1,
which is done by induction. It is easy to check that this holds for n = 3 and for
n = 4 when T4 # K(l, 3). Thus assume the result for values less than n and
consider a KZn_, with each edge colored red or blue. We consider two cases.
Case 1. The red graph contains a K4
Delete
T, -x

from T, two end vertices x and y such that the resulting tree Tn_* =
- y is not a star when T, # K(1, n - 1) and IZ3 6. By induction the two
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colored K2n-5 obtained from the two colored K2n--1 by deleting the red K4
contains the blue Tn_*. let u and v denote the neighbors of x and y in T,. Now u
and v are blue adjacent to distinct vertices of the red K4 (when u = ‘u this means
this vertex has two blue adjacencies to the red K4) or one of them has at least
three red adjacencies to the red K4. Hence there either is a red KS - 2K2 or a
blue T, in the two colored K2n--1.
Case 2. Since r(K, - KZ, T,) = 2n - 1, the red graph contains a red K., - Kz
and no red K4
The argument for this parallels the one given in Case 1, simply repeat
argument given with the red K4 - K2 replacing the red K4.

the

(iii) To see r(K5 - P4, K(l, IZ- 1)) > 2n - 1 let L (the red graph) be the one
obtained from the complete bipartite graph K(n, n - 1) by inserting a perfect
matching in the part with n vertices. Clearly this graph contains no K5 - P4 and
the blue graph t contains no K(l, 12- 1).
Two color the edges of a K 2n and suppose this graph contains no red KS - P4
and no blue K(l, n - 1). For n = 4 it is easy to verify this is impossible. Hence
assume n is even, n > 4, and proceed by induction or n. Just as noted earlier the
red graph contains a K4 - Kz. Let S be the remaining 2n - 4 vertices of the K2,,
(other than those four of the K4 - K,). By the induction assumption some vertex
of S has blue degree at least it - 3 relative to the graph induced by the set S. Also
each vertex of S must be blue adjacent to at least two vertices of the red K4 - Kz
to avoid a red KS - P4. This makes some vertex of S have blue degree at least
0
n - 1, a contradiction. This completes the proof of the lemma.
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